DETMOLD D-95 Surgical Respirator Mask fitting overview
Nose piece

FitClip - Standard

Mask band

FitClip - XL

Securing respirators with the D95 + Band + FitClip combination
The D95+ Surgical Respirator is designed to achieve a comfortable and
adequate seal by joining the mask’s two bands with the FitClip™.
Available in two sizes, the FitClip™ allows flexibility in the adequate fitting of
respirators.
The FitClip™ offers a secure hold point on one end, and an open end for ease of
attaching and removing the second mask band.
The Detmold Medical range of D95+ Surgical Respirators have the Standard
Fitclip™ already attached, and where a longer band FitClip is required, the XL
FitClip™ can be ordered separately.
An inadequate seal between the Respirator and the face can result in
contaminated air entering the mask, please refer to your appropriate Respirator
Fit Test Procedure to determine the required combination of mask and FitClip™.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
Prior to donning, ensure hand hygiene is undertaken
Applying the mask

1. Move the FitClip to
the band on your
preferred side for
donning.
2. Open the mask,
flattening the nose
piece.

Removing the mask safely

3. Lean chin into the
mask and lift bands
toward the crown of the
head, securing onto the
FitClip.
4. Adjust the bands for a
secure and comfortable
fit

5. Using both hands, firmly
mould the nosepiece over
bridge of the nose.
6. Pinch the nosepiece (angled
over the nostril) and drop the
jaw gently allowing the mask to
fit to the natural shape of your
face.

7. Look left to right, then up
and down, ensuring there is no
movement in the mask at the
nosepiece.
8. Inhale and exhale deeply
checking for escape of air. If air
is escaping, refit the mask.

1. Without touching the mask, follow
bands to the FitClip and gently
unhook, keeping tension on the
bands.
2. Lean forward maintaining control
of the band tension, whilst slowly
removing the mask away from the
face. Ensure the mask does not flick
forward or back onto the face.
3. Discard safely

There should be no gaps between the face and mask, providing an adequate seal. Once the mask is applied it should not be touched or reapplied. Appropriate hand hygiene
should always be used

